
Housing Case Telesin for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11 (G Ref: 6972860171234
Housing Case Telesin for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11 (G

Telelesin GP-HER-041-BL Silicone Case for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11
Take care of the safety of your GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11. The silicone case by Telesin is perfectly fitted to the shape of the device
and will provide it with resistance to shocks, scratches or other types of damage. At the same time, the product is extremely pleasant to
the touch, and thanks to the well-thought-out design leaves convenient access to all the buttons and sockets of the camera.
 
Reliable protection for your camera
The frame is made of durable silicone that will provide your camera with reliable protection and you with comfort. The case is not only
shock and scratch resistant,  but also incredibly pleasant to the touch.  You will  also find an additional  lens cover in the set,  which will
protect the lens from scratches.
 
Made for GoPro Hero 9 and Hero 10
The case has been designed to perfectly fit the size and shape of the GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11 camera. Precisely cut holes in the
right  places  provide  seamless  access  to  all  of  the  device's  slots,  so  you  can  conveniently  insert  and  remove  your  memory  cards,  for
example. The product has also been equipped with suitable places for buttons.
 
Practical lanyard included
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The included multifunctional lanyard will make it much easier for you to use and transport your camera. Thanks to the adjustable length
you can, for example, hang it around your neck or on your wrist. This way you will avoid accidentally dropping the device or losing it.
 
In the box
Case for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11
Lens cover
Lanyard
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-HER-041-BL
Color
Blue
Compatibility
GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11
Case material
Silicone
Dimensions
82x56x40mm
Weight
29g
Length of lanyard
500mm
Lanyard material
Nylon + plastic

Preço:

€ 6.00
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